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The UnknownWorld is reeling from change. Bethany Anne has started to make a difference in the

first week of being awake. Now, America has been losing good men since their teams don't have a

vampire to help them. Frank is hoping Bethany Anne can, and will, help. Further, the American Pack

Council is having internal problems with their own young-and-dumb weres who want to ignore

Michael's strictures. With no one seeing Michael, the fear of the Boogeyman is starting to recede.

That's fine with Bethany Anne, it means she will personally deliver the message there is a new

vampire in town. Immediately following the story of Bethany Anne from Death Becomes Her, Queen

Bitch rides a rollercoaster of action with a heavy dose of creative cussing. Bethany Anne starts to

get a team in place to help her affect change. Because, whether the UnknownWorld wants it or not,

change is coming.
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Loved this book. Heard it on Audible after reading the "Death Becomes Her" first book in the series.

Both books are excellent and I'm thrilled to have another quality series to ready/listen to. Emily

Beresford - the narrator for Queen Bitch - has a great voice and "voices" for the characters. I usually

read - not listen - but after listening to her on Queen Bitch I was disappointed to learn the other

books haven't been done on audible yet. I think Emily brings her own "something" to the story. As

great as I enjoyed the first book, the way Emily portrays Bethany Anne through her voice, is

awesome - makes me want to meet the character and join TQB! 8-)



I'm going to be lazy and cut n paste this review for the first five since they were all great. I found this

gem at the back of a rather blah book I recently finished. Sounded interesting so I tried the sample.

Hooked me immediately so I purchsed this one. Half way through I purchased the next two. Half

way through the second I purchased the rest. Less than two days later I finished all five. All I can

say is, these books are a lot of fun with great characters and lots of action. Try the sample and if it

interests you go for it. They only get better. Make sure you read the authors comments at the end.

He is pretty straight foward about the editing etc. which is why I didn't really ping it in my review.

Enjoy!

This entire series is like eating a bag of potato chips. You know it's not really good for you but you

can't stop until you finish the whole bag. This has been a mindless romp in the world of kick ass and

do it my way because i am the biggest SOB in the valley of death. Earth seems to have been central

station for multiple aliens whose influence is only discovered recently. So if you want some mindless

fun reads read the series in order. The author does keep the price reasonable and is very prolific on

putting out new issues in the series.

Hi - I read a LOT of Science Fiction. Smart authors often predict the future with uncanny accuracy.

(Michael is using science fiction to mimic what is happening in the world. Rather brilliant.)Now

Here's The IMPORTANT THING about this book series by Michael Anderle. VERY ENJOYABLE.

The Characters Interact and Talk in a way I've not seen very often. Except in novels by award

winning writers.Michael is a Great Story teller. Lousy speller. (Spell check is NOT your friend.)

Fantastic Story and Character builder. (The spelling can be fixed. Only 1 in a million can Write like

this.)Michael makes you want to read more. And he writes fast. Plus you Root for the main

Character.Who has been given a STAR WARS Size problem to deal with.Good books make you

forget where you are.Skip meals.YOU KNOW What I mean.Michael - KEEP UP the good work.

There aren't enough writers who can THINK up plots and ideasthat Surprise the reader. Very much

Appreciated! Glenn

So Bethany Anne is now a vampire, but when she wakes up, no trace of Michael. So Bethany Anne,

never one to let grass grow under her feet, decides she needs to get the supernatural world

squared away. What follows is a romp across Europe, new friends, more than a few bodies, but in

the end, Europe is well on its way to being restored to a semblance of order. Back in the USA,



however, the restless werefolk are talking rebellion, not understanding that while Bethany Anne

might appear to be a diminutive woman, she was all vampire, and strong beyond their imagination.

This is crisp writing, great characters, and just a lot of fun, not to mention more than a fair amount of

violence. Great new series, and clearly Michael Anderle was thinking way out of the box when he

conceptualized his new take on the vampire/were fantasy genre. Buckle up folks, it's going to be a

ride!

here is a 411: if you are a perfectionist reader stop now, otherwise this an outstanding story. I'm

already on book three and I started reading them today. The negatives: sometimes knowing which

character is talking; happens a lot in the first book but evens out in the second, still happens but not

as much. Sometimes inserts the wrong character name while they are talking or thinking. I do like

that this is from an multiple characters point of view, but it can be difficult occasionally to follow

because the transition is not always seamless. The grammar is ok but not perfect but did not take

away from the story. The PROS: love the story line, love that is a continuation with lots of laughs

and action. I'm looking forward to see where the author is going with this. I'm stopping now to read

the third book, but because I'm digging this author I wanted to send a shout out!Update: I have read

books 3 & 4 and a lot of the issues I had with the first two books have been addressed. 3 & 4 is so

much smoother to follow. I am seriously enjoying this story. I about to start on book 5 and hope to

finish before bed tonight, so this does not follow me to work tomorrow lol!

Ran across the Rise of Magic series and was intrigued, so decided to purchase all 16 books in the

Kurtherian Gambit series. I then spent the next 4 days reading all 16 of them, then moving on to the

Second Dark Ages and Trials and Tribulations series. This is a very entertaining and intriguing take

on Vampires and Werewolves. I am eagerly awaiting book 17. And while there were warnings about

the cussing in the book I found them to be hilarious. As far as military Scifi goes, I would easily rate

this up there with some of the other major authors in the genre, such as John Ringo's Possleen War

or Through the Looking Glass. Looking forward to enjoying the rest of this series, and the best part

Michael Anderle seems to be a fairly prolific author so not a massive wait between books.
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